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Harry B.G. Ganzeboom 

EXPLAINING DIFFERENTlAL PARTICIPATION IN HIGH-CULTURAL 

ACTlVITIES 

Introduetion 

A CONFRONTATION OF JNFORMATION-PROCESSING 

AND STATUS-SEEKJNG THEORIES 

In this paper two theories are developed explaining differentlal participation in 
high-cultural activlties. In s t' 1 h 

ec 10n t e propositions are reviewed consiclering 
well-known and replicated f'tndt'ngs f ( · 1) D 1) o marn y utch leisure research In 
section 2 results wil! be given from a recently eerried out survey by the author. 

Throughout this paper, 'culture' has beendefinedas 'high culture'. In particular, 
our interest takes into consideration reading books and visiting theatres, 

concerts, hlstorical places and museums. By tradition, these activfties have been 

k~own for large overrepresentation of higher status groups intheir audiences (cf. 

Wtppler, 1970;. CBS, 1981) · The most important explanatory problem for the theories 

therefore is to provide a satisfactory explanation of this overrepresentation. 

The first theory to bedescribed has been named the 'theory of information

processing' or 'information theory'. lts main programmatic statement is that 

differentlal participation in cultura1 events between individuals must be 

explained by the difference in information-processing capacities of individua]s. 

Differences in participation-rates be~een events may be explained according to 

the complexity of the information processed. The theory of information-processing 

has a streng psychological background. The basic ideas on cultural participation 

as lnformation-processing can be found in Berlyne (1974) and Moles (1958). Similar 

hypotheses in sociology and economy have been used by Bourdieu (1977) and Becker 
(1964). These ideas can be summarized in the following statements: 
(a) 

(b) 

lnd:vi~uals are rewarded by varled experience. Pleasure increases through 
varlatton up toa certain level, when information bacomes too complex and 
pleesure dimlnishes and tends to become negatlve. 

lnformatlon can be arranged accordlng to complexlty. 
glve more varled 

complex stimuli. 

More complex stimuli 
experience, and tend to displease more likely than less 
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(c) Cultural stimuli (works of art) are sourees of complex information. 

(d) Individuals have different capacities to deal with (cultural) informatici 

Three factors determine these capacities. First, persons have different 

innate or early trained general skilis in processing information. Most 

prominently, cognitive intelligence is one of these skills. Musical ta]e, 

is another. According to the information-theory, education is a recruitm• 

of persons with high cognitive skill, and should be highly correlated wi 

cultural consumption. Secondly, persons have different knowledge of and 

aqualntance with a cultural field, and accordingly a different level of 

understanding of the lnformation. 

Th i rdly, a persona J i ty characteris tic, extravers i on, gi ves a pers on a 

general higher preferenee for complex information, and stlmulates hls 

cultural activity. 

The second theory to be described, has been named the 'status-seeking theory 

cultural consumption', or 'status theory'. lts main programmatic statement is 

that participation in cultural events is a function of the status a persen wa 

to have, and that differences in participation-rates between events are relat 

to the status-rendering characteristics of these events. This theory has a mo 

sociological background, e.g. in the writings of Veblen and Weber, and the ba 

iqeas can be found in any sociological handboek. Most prominently, they have 

formulated by Homans (1974), Bourdieuand Passeron (1977) and Collins (1979). 

These ideas may be summarized as fellows: 

(a) Individuals are ranked along status dimensions. Persons tend to conform 

social norms associated with their status. Conformation to norms is rewa 

in social interaction processes. 

(b) Higher status is more attractive than lower status. Persons try to acqui 

hl gher status i f w i th in reach. I f status ranks are inconsistent, persons 

stress their highest rank, and try to compensate for the lower ones. 

(c) Traditionally, high-cultural actlvities are associated with higher statu 

groups. Cultural activity is perceived as a social norm beienging to the 

social standingafthese groups. In lower status-groups, social norms 

discourage cultural activity. 

(d) There is a varying degree of status-rendering between cultural actlvitie 

Most status is obtained by consuming culture that is attended in a forma 

manner, like traditional theater. On theether side of the continuum, nc 

much status wiJl be acquired or stressed by reading a book, which is as 

activi ty. 
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(e) The most important status dimensions are education, occupation and income. 

Of these three, occupation is the most important one, being the classical 

indicator of social standing. 

1. Alternative predictions on 9 topics 

When consiclering these two general views on cultural consumption, at least 9 

topics can be found, on which they provide different predictions and about which 

earlier empirica! evidence is available. 

(1) Overlapping of audience groups 

One of the facts well established by Dutch surveys on leisure, as wellas in 

investigations of audience groups is the considerable overlap between these groûps. 

In view of the fact that cultural actlvities are time-consuming, a certaln 

negative correlation between participation-variables might be expected. However, 

In genera!, these correlations are positive and of considerable size. The negative 

influence of their time-consuming character is obviously compensated by the very 

strong common factors. Both theories can explain this tendency for posltlve 

correlations among attendance variables, since they point towards common factors 

in cultural activities. 

Alternative predlctions may be made for certain types of correlation. According 

to the lnformatlon theory we mlght'expect a relative higher correlation among 

actlvities that demand equal types of skill and knowledge. Typical examples are 

frequentlng movies and theaters, or paying a visit to museums and hlstorical 

places. According to the status theory we might expect relative higher correlation 

among actlvities that demand the same kind of forma! attendance. Consequently, a 

high correlation should occur between visiting a theater and attending a concert. 

This correlation may act as a cruelal experiment between the status- and 

information-theory, seeing that from the latter we might expect a rather low 

'<- correlation, since 'the theater' and 'the concert' appeal to quite different 

types of skill and knowledge. 

'-'- Empi rical evidence shows that concert attendance. and theatl:lr -going have, in fact, 

a very strong correlation. But there is also some evldence in favor of the 

information theory: actlvities like visiting museums and hlstorical places largely 

overlap one another •. 

(2) The effect of status dimenslons 

The second well established fact in cultural consumption research is the 
• h s among culture consu~ considerable overrepresentation of h1g er status-group 

This is true for status-dimenslons as different as education, occupation and 
1 1 t d i n modern soc i, 

income. Since these status-dimenslons are strong y corre a e 
this is quite understandable from both points of view. Possibilities of ~est 

•
1
n mult'1var'1ate analysis of the effects of status var1abl 

two theories ocèur 

these Show a very strong effect of education, and spurious eff 
Qui te often, 
of income and occupation, as is predicted in the information theory. However 

several other studies may be found, in which the strong effects of occupatiç 

income are decreased by introducing education as a control variable, but whe 

still a certain influence of occupation and income remains, as is predicted 

the status theory. 

(3) The status composition of audlences 

• f h' h status-groups among cultural audie Although an overrepresentat1on o 19 er 
will be found in nearly every cultural consumption investigation, the exten 

which this is true may vary. In the information theory we could predict tho 

cultural actlvities to bemost elite, which are complex in information-proc 

The more difficult the cultural Jnformatlon Is, the stronger the correlatiç 

be between active consumption and education. On the other hand, from statu~ 

those act lvities to be elite, that render a higher prestigE 
we mi ght expect 

at tender. 

The sealing of cultural actlvities along dimensions of complexity and stat 

1 bl N r theless partitioning cultural rendering may be a difficu t pro em. eve • 
actlvities in complex/simple has shown to be useful in empirica! research. 

as the distinction between complex and slmple actlvities is valid, this le 

the conclusion that complex actlvities are far more elite than simple acti 

This is especially true when one tries to explain differences within the s 

cultural branch, for example, serlous and popular music, or classica! and 

experimental art. Jt may be argued that these differences in complexity a1 

the same time differences in high-browness of these activities, and allow 

theoretica! interpretation. Cruelal cases in which the theories give alte 

• are 'off-broadway-theater' and politica! theater. Formal atte predict1ons 
is nota requirement in these cases, and quite often artists claim to rea 
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lower status groups. On theether hand, the cultural information in off-broadway

theater and political theater may be quite complex to process. Nat many comparative 

studies on this topic have been publ ished, but available evidence seems to point 

toa desillusion of these artists' claims. Political and off-broadway theater 

have an elite audience, justas traditional theaters have. 

(4) Cultural participation in the 1 ife-cycle. 

Peaks in cultural consumption may occur at different stages in the life-cycle of 

an individual. Same of these should be explained from causes external to our 

theories. Bath the drop in activities due to matrimonia! status and rearing young 

children, and the diminishing activities of senior citizens are examples thereof. 

But several ether predictions may be deduced from the two theories. In the 

information theory, obtaining cultural knowledge and skill are a prerequisite for 

enjoying culture. People who acquire these in early socialization have a lead over 

Persons with a lack of cultural ed t" 1 th" h • uca 10n. n 1s t eory act1ve participation 

results in building up human capita! (Becker, 1964), thus facilitating enjoyment 

of more complex cultural events. Another consequence of this human capita! 

formation may be that persons who stop (for some reason) active participation 

loose contact, and will nat likely be able tostart again. In summary: 'cultural 

careers'start"lnearlych"lldhoodad t"t df 1 n are na 1n errupte ar enger periods. 

In status theory cultural consumption varies with the status-group ene belengs to, 

ar aspires to. Therefore, persons barn in higher status-groups will participate 

in early life-time. But ethers may_begin at stages where they reach ar get near 

these higher status-groups. Status-shiftscan be associated with life-cycle events 

like marriage, migration, attaining a better job, ar getting acquainted with 

members of these higher status-groups. 

Empirica! evidence reveals that early cultural socialization is a very important 

factor in stimulating participation as wel I as preferenee for more complex farms 

of culture in a later stage. In these relat.ons, the need to control the effects 

of education may be essential, because it is highly correlated with status 

background and cultural consumption. lnvestigations in which this intermediating 

variabie has been controlled, consistently show a large influence of early 

culture social ization. Evidence on detail of cultural careers is scarce but gives 

reasen to believe that they very rarely begin once the adolescence phase is over. 
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(5) Rates of cultural consumption over time 

Bath theories predict a growth of cultural consumption, at least in the last 

decades. But the two specify different mechanisms. In the information theory 

expectation is based on the fact that the average education has increased ve1 

quickly in the last decade, supplying more and more individuals with skill ar 

knowledge in the field of culture. In the status theory, the expectation is I 

upon the assumption that status-motivation and status-thresholds have declint 

over the last decades. Assuming that cultural consumption has remained an 

attractive souree of distraction, it is clear that lower status groups have 

entered into cultural events, and the total consumption has grown. 

In fact, cultural consumption rates have declined since the 1950s and this a 

to every ene of them. This finding may be explained by several ether factors 

particularly the growing number of alternative attractions (television) is 

responsible for this deel ine. 

Other predictions on changes over time can be made, especially on these int 

status-composition of audience. Will the differences in consumption·rates be 

status groups decline in the long run? In the information theory there is nc 

reasen to expect a decline in the difference of consumption between educatie 

groups. In fact, assuming that the riseof the average education goeshand ir 

with a more efficient reeruitment of intelligent persons, the group with ani 

lower farm of educationmustbe regardedas an intellectual 'residu' with fev 

capacities. This wilT result in greater differences between educational grol 

On theether hand, owing to the virtual disappearance of status motives in r 

society, status theory prediets a declining gap between status groups, in 

particular between occupational groups. 

No thorough i nvest i gat i on has been done in th is fie 1 d. One of the reasans f, 

this omission may be that it is camman knowledge that there has beer. na spr 

of cultural consumption in lower status groups, whatever great efforts of 

government and artists do to reach this goal. Furthermore, available eviden 

suggests that the position of the information theory is correct in ene othe 

respect: differences between educational groups have grown. 

--------·--------·--- __ , .......... -
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(6) The effect of cultural knowledge and skill 

The hypothesis that cultural knowledge and skill are a direct cause of cultural 

consumption is quite important in the information theory. Knowledge and skill act 

as human capita!: they allow the processing of new cultural lnformation and this 

results in more pleasure from cultural activities. 

Many surveys show a very strong correlation between knowledge and/or skill and 

cultural consumption. Unfortunately, a mere correlation between cultural 

consumption and cultural knowledge/skill is nota very conclusive argument in 

favor of the information theory. Although there is no assumption in status theory 

that knowledge or skill cause cultural consumption, this point of view can be 

easlly reeanclied wlth the rather trlvlal assumptlon that consumptlon lncreases 

knowledge and skill. The causal sequence is very critica! in choosing between the 

two theories on thls topic. 

Available evidence suggests that insome cases, when sklll is clearly causally 

ordered befare consumption, there exists a very strong correlation. The fact, 

that in concert- and museum-audiences professionals and amateurs have a very large 

overrepresentation, can be cited as the most direct support for this concluslon. 

(7) The effect of status background and cultural sociallzatlon 

Status background and cultural social ization, two correlated variables, reveal 

to be important factors in several investigations. This can be explained by bath 

theories. But again, the mechanisms are different. According to the lnformatlon 

theory, status background lnfluences cultural consumption through cultural 

socialization, and culturál sociallzation influences consumption by increasing 

knowledge and skill. But In the status theory cultur~l knowledge is an effect of 

participation, nat a cause. The lnfluence of status background and cultural 

(= status)soclalization wiJl be mediated by group norms on cultural consumption. 

Although strong effects of status background and cultural socialization on 

culturai consumption is well documented (even when controlled for the effect of 

the status ranksof the respondent) no result is known to us that makes either 

the information-theoretical or the status-theoretica! interpretation more 

plausible. 
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(8) The effect of extraversion 

Extraversion (or preferenee for complex stimulation) Is a personality factor 

has been intensively studled by Eysenck and hls associates (Eysenck, 1967). 

Extraverts have a preferenee for complex stimulatlon: Their counterparts, 

introverts, have a preferenee for a low level of stimulation. lf thls is true 

cultural consumption is a farm of lnformation-processing according to the 

information theory, extraverts wi 11 be more active in cultural events. There 

no prediction about the effects of extraversion in the status theory. 

There has been no direct test of this hypothesis. But In several surveys, evl 

can be found that culture eensurners are typical extraverts. Generally, they · 

new and strange things, and this may be taken as a manifestation of an extra• 

persona 1 i ty. 

(9) The effect of status-inconsistency and social rnabil ity 

Status inconsistency and social mobllity are examples of the sametype of si 

persons have different ranks in status dlmensions. In the status theory two 

combinations of status ranks are expected to lncrease culture consumption. T 

are bath situatlons of social cl imbing ('parvenu', 'nouveau riche'). First, 

may have a higher accupationor income than may be expected from their educa 

Second, they may have a high education, consiclering their family background. 

both cases, apart from the net effect of the basic status ranks, these combi 

should produce a higher degree of culture consumption. There is no propositi 

information theory about these effects of status inconsistency or social mot 

Therefore, it will be assumed that cultural consumption ls an addltive funct 

status ranks. 

Nat much work has bèen done oh the interaction effect of status ranks. Some 

gave positive ev!dence for the status theory, but the analyses are probably 

flawcd by inadequate control of the effect of the basic status dimensions. 

2. The research design 

2) 
We wil I test the two theori e!1 a ga i nst the data of a recent Out eh survey · ' 

we.re collected in June 1981. Except for the effects of non-response. (30%), 



sample is taken at random from the population of Utrecht. Utrecht is a province 

capita!, 4th largest city in The Netherlands, and in all respects a middle-of-the 

road place. All respondents (N=347) are over 17 years of age. We cannot think of 

any special reason why results, as shown by us, would be considerably different 

in the rest of The Netherlands. 

In this paper, variables used in the analysis were measured as fellows: 

AGE 

EDUCATION 

OCCUPATI ON 

INCOME 

CULTURAL 
SOCIALIZATION 

CULTURAL NORMS 

CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE 

CULTURAL 
CONSUMPTION 

EXTRAVERSION 

3. Analysis 

Coded as a semi-continuous variable, 18-73 

Coded on a 7-point equal-interval scale, from (1) primary 
school to (7) university degree 

Coded on a 6-point equal-interval scale, from (1) lower 
manual, to (6) professionals and managers. 

Net househeld income, coded In 6 classes, which are a near 
log-transformation of the original class-midpoints. 

Four 3-point items on the degree of cultural consumption 
of the respondent's parents. Reliablllty: a= .65 

Three ?-point items on the respondent's perception of the 
cultural consumption of hls social interaction partners. 
Rel iabi Jity: a= .68. 

A 9-item test on knowledge of architecture and history. The 
rellability of this set of dichotomous items was estimated 
as a= .90. 

A set of 45 dichotomous items on cultural consumption was 
factorized (oblique rotation) in 4 subsets: 

THEATER & CONCERTS 
MUSEUMS & EXHIBITIONS 
BOOKS &. MAGAZINES 
HlSTORICAL PLACES 

The four indices were constructed as the summatien of the 
items. For convenience they are standardized to zero means 
and unit variance. 

We used five 9-point items, adapted from Eysenck's (1969) 
Personality lnventory, and local Dutch verslons of this 
test. In spite of several pretestsof this short-version 
instrument, we did not reach a satisfying degree of 
rel iabil ity (a= .62). 

Table-l presents a structural model for the observed correlatlons, as estimated 

by the Lisrel-program (Jöreskog and Sörbom, 1978). Most variables were enteredas 

compound indices to accoim.:o:!ate for the assumpt iQn of muIt ivari a te norma 1 i ty and 

continuous measurement. Since most variables can be assumed to have approximately 
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the same satisfactory level of rellabi Jlty (.80/.90), this wiJl not result 

strong bias of the estimated structural coeffic!ents. The original indicto 

used in two cases in the estimation procedure, slnce we had multipoint ite 

with a more ·or less unimodal distrlbution, and a somewhat unsatisfactory 1 

reliabil ity (CULTURAL SOCIALIZATION; CULTURAL NORMS). Observed variables a 

squares, latent variables are In circles. 

The structural model, used for evaluating the two theories, does not fit t 

observed correlation matrix very well (x~217; NDF=117; p<.001). The criti 

criterion is approximately 170. But since any structural effect to be ente 

the model would be clearly insignificant, and almest every residual eerrel 

is Jower than .10, we fee! that we would beoverfitting the model by estim 

more coefficients. 
Following the sequence of topics in sectien 1, the results may be summariz 

fellows: 

(1) Overlapping of cultural groups 

The structural coefflcients between the four forms of cultural consumptior 

the Jatent variabie CULTURAL CONSUMPTION (which are 'factor loadings') are 

or lessof the same size. With Lisrel a forma! test on equality of effect! 

run, and the nuli-hypothesis of equal effectsneed not be rejected (x2=8; 

p>.05). Therefore it is quite useless to search for patterns as speelfled 

information theory or the status theory. 

But there isonestrong confirmatien of the status theory in the data: in 

preliminary factor-analysis theater-goers and concert-goers were not sepa1 

two groups. We could not find any divislon between the two, and this findi 

(which corresponds to earlier results) confirms the status-theoretica! 

interpretation (the samekind of forma! attendance), and does not confirm 

information-theoretical predietien (very different kinds of required skil 

knowledge). 
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TABLE-l: A structural model for the observed correlations (N=347; x2 =217; NDF=l17; 
p<. 00 1) 

,.-----, ./?6 
·~·· 

,-----, /.IJl 
~ 

', ,, 
',, 

I 
I' 

• 56 : 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Observed and estimated correlations, means and standard deviations are given in 
the appendix. Coefficients from a standardized solution. Dashed arrows are net 
discussed in the text. 

' I 
I 
I 
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(2) The effect of status-dimenslons 

The effect of status dimensions is very large. Si nee thei r relative ma! 

be somewhat unclear from the complex structure in table-1, we single 01 

estimated effect of status-dimenslons on cultural consumption: 

CUlTURAl CONSUMPTION 

estimated estimated 
correlation effect 

EDUCATION .61 .33 

OCCUPATI ON .45 .06 (p<.05) 

INCOME . 16 .03 ( n • s.) 

Toa great extent the effects of OCCUPATION and INCOME turn out to be 

on introducing respondent 1s EDUCATION and family background variables i 

Th is is exactly what the information theory prediets, and it is clearly 

contradictory to status theory hypotheses. A smal! effect of OCCUPATION 

after centrolling the EDUCATION and the family background. This may be 

as a point in favor of the status theory (see however sectien 2.5). 

(3) The status cernpos i ti on of att.endance groups 

Since all structural coefficients between CULTURAl CONSUMPTION and the 

of cultural consumption are of the same magnitude, the model gives no i 

on a different status-composition of audiences. Observed differences an 

quite smal! and not relevant for the evaluation of the two theories. 

~ (4) Cultural participation in the life-cycle 

~" 
The model does not contaln any direct information on the degree of cult1 

consumption in the I ife-cycle. We did not ask any questions of start in! 

or interruptlens of 'cultural careers'. 
However some indirect evidence may betaken from the model. The variabiE 

SOCIALIZATION (which does not measure earlier cultural actlvities of thE 

respondents, but of their parents) does have a large influence on currer 
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actlvities (direct+ indirect effects: .45). This suggests that early experience 

does play a major part in becaming active in cultural events. This conclusion 

confirms the information theory predictions. But at the sametime it is nota 

test for the status theory prediction on this topic. 

(5) Cul tural consumption rates over time 

The model gives no information on this topic. 

(6) The effect of cultural knowledge and skill 

Our measure of cultural knowledge and skill, CULTUKAL KNOWLEDGE lies in the field 

of only one of the surveyed activities, visiting HlSTORICAL PLACES. Nevertheless, 

lts correlations with the other activities, particularly visiting MUSEUMS and the 

reading of ~OOKS & MAGAZINES are sufficiently high to warrant it to be a valid 

rneasure of general cultural skill and knowledge. 

The hypothesis that cultural knowledge and skill are a major cause of cultural 

consumption, and intermediate the effect of status dimensions and family background 

is partly substantiated by the model. The direct effect of CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE on ' 

CULTURAL CONSUMPTION is .31, and it intermediates the total effect of OCCUPATION 

and part of the effect of EDUCATION on CULTURAL CONSUMPTION. This result is an 

important confirmation of the information theory. The fact that CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE 

intermediates the effect of OCCUPATION is somehow surprising, since we assumed 

that the differences in occupation,c apart from confaunding effects of educations, 

are differences on a prestige dimension, and not on an information-processing 

capacity scale. This finding is a windfall for the information theory, since lt 

clearly shows that persons wlth higher occupations are more culturally active, in 

as far as they have acquired more cultural knowledge and skill. 

However, there may be alternative interpretations of thi s part of the model, in 

which cultural activity is the cause and not the effect of cultural knowledge and 

skill. We cantest this interpretation by introducing a feedback effect in the 

causa! structure. A Lisrel maximum likelihood estimation procedure allows for 

modelling of this type, although at the costof introducing some multicolllnearity 

and correlated estimates. In as far as this procedure is correct (and it is the 
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best thing to do in the present situation), a Lisrel-test shows this feec 

effect (and the original direct effect) to be significant (x2=5; NDF=l; ç 

The mutual causation gives a nice picture of the process of human capital 

formation, as assumed by the information theory. 

But there is another part of the model that is clearly a refutation of th 

information theory. CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE is a result of the respondents' EL 

and OCCUPATION, but not of their family background (FATHER's EDUCATION/OC 

or the CULTURAL SOCIALIZATION their parents gave them. Whatever the respc 

have learned frorn their parents, when they were young, it is not measurec 

CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE-variable, aswas predicted by the information theory. 

(7) The effect of status-background and cultural socialization 

As we can deduce from the model in table-l status background, as indicate 

FATHER's EDUCATION and FATHER's OCCUPATION plays a great part in becorning 

culturally active. The total effect of family status, net of the status 

characteristics of the respondents themselves, is estimated on .28. All c 

is intermediated by CULTURAL SOCIALlZATION. As we have seen in section 2. 

inforrnation theory fai.ls to explain this part of the observed relations. 

background and cultural social ization do not increase cultural knowledge, 

assurned In the information theory. 

To test a status-theoretica! interpretation of the effects of family back 

and cultural socialization, we introduce a CULTURAL NORMS-variable in the 

This variabie is equal to the respondent's perception of hls interaction 

cultural consumption. As lts information-theoretica1 counterpart, CULTUR~ 
has astrong effect on CULTURAL CONSUMPTION (.25). In the sarne way as in 

3.6., we suspected that CULTURAL NORMS also may be an effect, insteadof 

of CULTURAL CONSUMPTION. Agaln we introduced a feed-back effect, but this 

turned out to be nearly zero, and clearly insignificant. In more than one 

CULTURAL NORMS acts as a counterpart of CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE. lt fails toa 

for the effect of the status characteristics of the respondents themselve 

does give a fairly good interpretation of farnily background and CULTURAL 

SOCIALIZATION effects. 
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(8) The effect of extraversion 

The short-version test on EXTRAVERSION has only a weak correlation with CULTURAL 

CONSUM~TION (. lS), and this effect is confounded by effects of AGE and EDUCATION. 

Conclusion: no positive evidence for the informatlon theory can be submitted to 

this topic. Since we are dealing with a variabie with a low reliability, we have 

doubts to interpret this as a strong refutation of the informatlon theory. 

(9) The effects of status-inconsistency and social mobility 

The possible effects of status inconsistency and social mobility are a unique 

predietien of the status theory. Table-2 gives the impact of the two relevant 

combinations of ranks. To get around the identification problem, well known from 

the discussion on comparable analysis problems (Lenski, 1964; BI a loek, 1967), we 

used dummy regression, as recommended by Jacksen and Burke (1965). EDUCATION was 

regressed on FATHER's EDUCATION, and OCCUPATJON on EDUCATION. The highest quintile 

of the re~lduals was split off to form the group of inconsistents/social climbers 

in dummy regression. 

TABLE-2: The effect of status inconsistency and soèial mobility (N=347) 

FATHER's EDUCATION 

EDUCATION 

SOCIAL CLIMBERS (22%) 

R= 

EDUCATION 

OCCUPATION 

INCONSISTENTS (23%) 

R= 

CULTURAL CONSUMPTION 

.12 .24 

.20 .41 

.14 .06 (p>.lO) 

--:61 

.33 . 69 

-.06 -.09 (p>.30) 

.48 .21 

.60 
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In the first analysis·, just a small'and inslgnificant interaction effe, 

CULTURAL CONSUMPTION seems to be an additive function of the education 

respondents and thei r fathers. f n the secend a na lysis, the INCONS I STEN" 

higher rate of CULTURAL CONSUMPTION than might have been expected from 

EDUCATION and OCCUPATION. The effect of OCCUPATION becomes insignifica1 

introduetion of the dummy variabie for inconsistency. This means that 

of OCCUPATION as modelled in table-1, is restricted topersons whose 0 

Is on a high level in relation totheir EDUCATION. 

4. Discussion 

We have started with two competitive explanatory theories of cultural 

In assessing the relative emplrical value of the two alternatives, we 

results from Dutch leisure research and a recent survey on cultural co 

The theory of cultural consumption as information-processing gives the 

predietien on a majority of topics. In particular, lts explanation of 

differentlal effect of the status ranks of the respondents (education, 

income) is far more confirmed by the research findings than the status 

explanation. On the other hand, there isonepart of our own result, I 

turned out.to be the other way around. Both the effect of status backg 

cultura1 soclal ization, apart from the effect of the own status ranks 

respondents, are best explained by the status theory. 

Si nee the direct effects of family background and cultural soclal izati 

rather smaller than that of the respondents' own status we have the ge 

lmpression that the information theory somehow gives a better explanat 

Nevertheless, the status theory cannot be discarded. In future researc 

try to reconcile both viewpoints, and find new testable predictions, ë 

give information on topics which now have remained in the background . 

Notes 

(1) Si nee a lmost a 11 of the 1 i te rature reviewed he re is wri tten in DL 

refrain from citing any sources. Persons able to read Dutch arE 

request the original papers: 
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H. Ganzeboom, Culturele activiteiten als verwerving van status en verwerking 

van informatie (paper voor de Werkgemeenschap Verklarende Sociologie, 

Utrecht, Sociologisch Instituut, 1982). 

H. Ganzeboom, Cultuurdeelname als verwerking van informatie of verwerving 

van status - een confrontatie van twee alternatieve verklarende theo

rieën aan de hand van reeds verricht onderzoek (Mens en Maatschappij, 

57-4' 1982). 

(2) A full account of all methodological aspectsof this study wiJl be given in: 

H. Ganzeboom, Beleving van Monumenten-IJ (Utrecht, Sociologisch Instituut, 

1983). 
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PREFACE 

The papers contained in this volume have been prepared by a group o 

from The Netherlands and the Federal Republic of Germany in conneet 

Ad Hoc Group 'Explanatory Sociology and the Structural-lndividualis 

at the !Oth World Congressof Sociology, organized by the Internatic 

Association (ISA) and held at Mexico City in August 1982. Preliminar 

most of the papers were presented by their authors in Mexico City ar 

by the partleipants of the two sessions of the Ad Hoc Group. Prelimi 

of two contributions (Esser, Opp) were distributed durlng these sess 

their authors could not attend the !SA-meeting. One paper (Voss) was 

only after the congress. All of the papers have been revised for thl 

a result of the discusslons of the group and some of them have been 

extensively changed and expanded. 

The ISA offers a limited number of sessions of their world congresse! 

Groups which consist of a substantial number of sociologists from se\ 

countries whohave already engaged insome collaboration and whose s~ 

interest does not properly fit within the province of one of theesta 

Research Committees of the ISA. At the suggestlon of some memhers of 

'Workgroup Explanatory Sociology', the editor of this volume underto 

organization of an Ad Hoc Group on 'Explanatory Sociology and the Str 

lndividuallstic Approach'. The application fora place on the program 

10th World Congressof Sociology was formally approved by the Executi· 

of the ISA. 

All the contributions in this volume focus on an explanatory sociolog) 

rests on the assumption that the explanation of social actions of indi 

as well as the explanation of collective social phenomena forms a cent 

of sociology and that such explanations requlre explicit reference to 

principlesof indlvidual action as wel! as to lnstitutional and struct 

conditions of individual actlens and their collective consequences. Th 

assumption, which is elaborated and discussed in the introductory pape 

be viewed as the common explicit or implicit reference point of the fo 

contri but i ons. 


